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ABSTRACT
As a start towards the goal of nding a displacement operator denition
of squeezed states for arbitrary systems, we investigate the properties of
systems where there is a Holstein-Primako or Bogoliubov transformation.
In these cases the ladder-operator denition of squeezed states is equivalent
to an extent displacement-operator denition. We exemplify this in a
setting where there are operators satisfying [A;A
y
] = 1, but the A's are
not necessarily the Fock space a
0
s.






As has now been known and studied for some time, there are three equivalent, widely-
used denitions of the coherent states of the harmonic oscillator [1]-[7]. These are
(1) the minimum-uncertainty, (2) annihilation- (or, more generally, ladder-) opera-
tor, and (3) displacement-operator methods. These methods have been extended to
the squeezed states of the harmonic oscillator. Further, with one exception, gen-
eral coherent and squeezed states have been obtained for general systems by these
three methods. That exception is a general denition of squeezed states by the
displacement-operator method.
With an aim towards obtaining such a general method, we are studying sys-
tems where such a denition works. Specically, after reviewing the coherent and
squeezed states for the harmonic oscillator and more general systems, we focus on why
displacement-operator squeezed states can not be obtained by a naive generalization
of the harmonic-oscillator case: there is, in general, no Bogoliubov transformation.
This problem does not exist in certain systems. In particular, we here study the
multi-boson formalism of Brandt and Greenberg [8], where the multi-boson operators
obey canonical commutation relations, and hence one can proceed with calculations
in the standard way. In following papers [9], we will study time-dependent systems
which have isomorphic symmetry algebras.
2 The Coherent and Squeezed States of the Har-
monic Oscillator
2.1 Coherent states
Given the canonical commutation relations
[a; a
y
] = 1 ; [a; a] = 0 ; (1)












In paper II, we will use time-dependent generalizations of these operators. The de-
nitions of displacement-operator and ladder-operator coherent states are well known.
They are
D()j0i = ji (3)
and
































The last equality in Eq. (5) comes from using a Baker-Campbell-Hausdor relation.
Observe that the denition (4) follows from the denition (3) by
[a; D()] = D() : (7)





























= hxi ; p
0










That is, the states are Gaussians with the width being that of the ground state.
2.2 Squeezed states
Squeezed states [10]-[14] can be dened by the displacement-operator method as the
product of a unitary displacement operator and a unitary squeeze operator acting on
the ground state:
D()S(z)j0i  j; zi ; z  re
i
: (11)
 is a phase which denes the starting time, t
0
















































































where Eqs. (13) and (14) are obtained from BCH relations. Observe that
D()S(z) = S(z)D() ;  =  cosh r   e
i
sinh r : (15)
3
Therefore, the ordering of D and S is only a convention.
The squeezed-state wave functions are given by by the form of Eq. (8), but with

0
!  = s
0
; r = ln s : (16)
These wave functions are Gaussians which, in general, do not have the width of the



















































where N = a
y

















































] = a ; [K
+




















The ladder-operator denition of the squeezed states is that
[a  a
y
]j; zi = j; zi : (23)
Again this follows from the displacement-operator denition because
b  S(z)
 1























= 1 : (25)
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Eq. (24) is a Holstein-Primako [15] or Bogoliubov [16] transformation. When such a
transformation exits, such as for the harmonic oscillator and for some other cases [22]-
[24], there is no problem dening a displacement-operator squeezed states. However,
such a transformation does not always exist, and that is at the crux of the problem
of nding a general denition of displacement-operator squeezed states.



































































3 Generalized Coherent and Squeezed States
As discussed in Ref. [18], generalizations of the displacement-operator and ladder-
operator coherent states have been widely discussed and studied [3, 19, 20, 21]. Also,
a generalization of the minimum-uncertainty coherent states was found [25, 26], and
this method turned out to also yield the generalized squeezed states as a byproduct.
Recently, we gave a generalized ladder operator method to dene squeezed states
for arbitrary systems [18], and there we pointed out the problem which is at the crux
of the present study. In general there is no Bogoliubov transformation and hence
no connection between the ladder-operator and displacement-operator methods for
dening squeezed states.
This can be exemplied by considering the ordinary squeeze operator acting on
the ground state, with no displacement operator:
S(z)j0i = jzi : (29)
In this form, S(z) is the SU(1,1) displacement operator, and hence the states jzi
are the SU(1,1) coherent states. Note that these coherent states have only even
occupation numbers in the number basis. (Indeed, recall that one of the early names
for the squeezed states was \two-photon coherent states" [10].)
But if S is the displacement operator for SU(1,1), what is the SU(1,1) squeeze





to yield operators exponentiated to the fourth power. But this leads to operators















] ; j = 3; 4; 5; : : : : (30)
So, there is no naive higher-order squeezing. Another way to state this is that one












That is, there is no Bogoliubov transformation for the SU(1,1) elements. Hence, there
is no obvious way to dene the SU(1,1) squeezed states by the displacement-operator
method.
4 Multiboson Operators
In a program to circumvent the problems with naive multiboson squeezing, a produc-
tive collaboration [29]-[34] proposed using the generalized Bose operators of Brandt











































] = 1 : (34)
That is, these functions satisfy the canonical commutation relations even though they





















(n+ 1)jj(n+ 1) + ki ; 0  k < j : (37)
Note that for a given j we have j dierent sets of states. Each of them starts at a
dierent lowest state jki, where 0  k < j; i.e., j0i, j1i, j2i, : : : jj   1i.
If one acts on eigenstates of N , then from the normal-ordering theorems of Wilcox
[35], a very useful form of A
j























N is the eigenvalue of the operator N in the number operator basis.
The collaboration of Refs. [29]-[34] concentrated on investigating the properties
of the states dened by





]j0i = j; z
j
i : (39)
In other words, they took an ordinary coherent state and then squeezed this state





. (Also, they studied [33] the properties of a





5 Generalized Coherent and Squeezed States for
the Multi-Boson Systems
5.1 Coherent states
Now, from our point of view, of nding general and consistent methods of obtaining
coherent and squeezed states, another path suggests itself. Since the A
j
's obey the
canonical commutation relations of Eq. (34), which are identical in form to Eq. (1),
this means one can use these operators in displacement operators. That is, we consider
the the operator V of equation (39) not to be a multi-boson squeeze of a coherent






















Therefore, the multi-boson coherent states are

















jjn+ ki : (41)
Again observe that for a given j we have j dierent sets of (coherent) states. Each
of them again starts at a dierent lowest state jki, where 0  k < j; i.e., j0i, j1i, j2i,
: : : jj   1i. That is why we label the states by the couple (j; k). [The states j(j; 0)i
were studied in Ref. [32].]
These coherent states are, of course, consistent with the ladder-operator denition,
A
j
j(j; k)i = j(j; k)i : (42)

































= (m!=h) will be set to 1 and the H are the Hermite polynomials, one can
write the normalized coherent state wave functions as
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(; x) ; (44)


















Note that for (j; k) = (1; 0), we obtain the usual generating function [37] for the


































But then, the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra tells us immediately that these are the op-












= 1=2 : (48)
We can also obtain information for the uncertainties of the physical position and





= 0 ; j > 1 : (49)































+ k + jjj
2
; j > 2 : (50)










































































's dene a Heisenberg-Weyl algebra, one can therefore dene an









































's again have the same commutation relations as before,
and so all the results of the ordinary harmonic oscillator coherent and squeezed states
goes through in the same manner, only with the a's being changed into the A
j
's. That

































(z)jki = j; z(j; k)i : (59)
Furthermore, all the mathematics of the ordinary squeezed states follows automat-























































= 1 : (62)







]j; z(j; k)i = j; z(j; k)i : (63)











= 1=4 : (64)
Of course, being squeezed states the above equality holds at t = 0 and oscillates, and
the uncertainty in each quadrature also oscillates.
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